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1. ASIAN PAINTS LIMITED: (CMP as on October 21, 2014 – Rs.644.25) 

 

Asian Paints (AP), established in 1942 is India’s largest paint company and the 3
rd

 largest in the world. It has 25 

manufacturing facilities, operates in 17 countries and services customers across 65 countries. It is a dominant 

player in decorative segment, apart from presence in automotive, industrial and ancillaries segment. 

Expected revival of Indian economy: After recording sub 5% GDP growth rates during FY13 and FY14, it is widely 

expected that Indian economy has bottomed out and a revival is on the anvil. According to World Bank report, 

Indian economy is expected to grow at 5.6% in FY15 and 6.4% in FY16. We expect increase in housing and 

construction activity, which would increase demand and volume growth in paints. 

Market leader, strong brand recall: AP is market leader in decorative segment (~57% market share) with strong 

brand recall for its products, thus enabling pricing power for the company. With increased demand and volume 

growth, we expect margin expansion considering strong operating leverage. 

Expansion in capacity: The management has given a guidance of Rs. 500 Cr of CAPEX for FY15 for expansion of 

capacity at Rohtak (increase of 200K tons) and Ankleshwar (increase of 30K tons). 

Financials and Ratios: On standalone basis, AP recorded revenue, operating profit and profit after tax CAGR of 

20.8%, 13.9% and 10.8% during FY10 to FY14. Its revenue increased from Rs. 9394.03 Cr in FY13 to Rs. 10925.22 Cr 

in FY14, a growth of 16.3%. Operating profit increased from Rs.1676.79 Cr in FY13 to Rs. 1953.82 Cr in FY14, 

growth of 16.5% and profit after tax increased from Rs. 1050.0 Cr in FY13 to Rs. 1169.06 Cr in FY14, growth of 

11.3%. It’s a debt free company with Debt Equity ratio of 0.02, Return on Equity of 35.30% and Return on Capital 

Employed of 50.9%. 

Weekly Chart 
Technical View:  The medium to long term trends in the stock price are up. The stock price has been following 

an upward sloping channel as shown on the weekly chart above. The uptrend should continue up to 755-760 

levels. The weekly RSI is in the bullish zone and may remain so in the coming days.  

Strategy:  Buy 50% at current level and buy more on any dip to 600 with a stop loss at 575. The stock may move 

towards 750 in 3-6 months. 
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2. AXIS BANK LIMITED: (CMP as on October 21, 2014 – Rs. 423.05) 

 

Axis Bank is India’s third largest private bank incorporated in 1993. The company is engaged in retail banking, 

corporate credit, treasury, business banking and SME lending. As on 31 March 2014, the bank has 2402 branches 

and 12922 ATMs spread across the world.  

Growth in Loan Book with a focus on Retail Assets: Axis Bank has been able to register a steady growth in all 

divisions of loan book at a robust pace. The total advances of the bank increased by 16.81% to Rs. 2, 30,067 Crores 

in FY14 from Rs. 1, 96,966 Crores in FY13 primarily driven by retail and SME segments. Over the last few years, the 

bank has been focusing on retail lending. Retail advance as proportion to total advances stood at 32% in FY13-14 as 

compared to 27% in the previous year. The growth in the loan book has been propelled by growth in its retail 

assets portfolio. Majority of loans under the retail portfolio are under the Housing and Auto Loan segment. 

Well spread branch network: Axis bank continued to increase its network presence in the unbanked and other 

cities. It opened 455 branches in the FY13-14 out of which 298 are in unbanked areas. As on 31 March 2014, the 

total number of branch centres and ATMs stood at 2402 and 12922 respectively. The geographical reach of the 

bank extended to 29 states and 5 union territories covering 1636 centres and 535 districts. The bank’s organically 

built branch network over the last 20 years has helped it to strategically carve out one of the best pan India branch 

distribution network. 

Well placed to benefit from next growth cycle: Axis bank utilized last few years to build capacity and we believe, it 

is well placed to ride the next growth phase because of strong capitalization (12.6% Tier I), healthy Return on 

Assets (1.7%) and an expanding footprint with structural improvement in liability mix with more focus on retail 

segment. 

Financials and Ratios: The bank is well capitalized with an overall Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR) of 16.07% 

computed under Basel III norms and well above the benchmark requirement of 9%. Of this the Equity Tier 1 CAR 

was 12.62% as against minimum regulatory requirement of 5%. During FY13-14, Net Interest Income (NII) 

increased by 23.64% and constituted 61.74% of total operating revenue. The growth in net interest income is on 

account of growth in balance sheet, healthy growth in low cost current account & saving account (CASA) and 

continued focus on retail lending. Cost of funds decreased from 6.55% (FY12-13) to 6.24% (FY13-14). This was on 

account of increasing growth in low cost CASA deposits and raising equity capital in the fourth quarter of the 

previous fiscal that contributed to lowering the cost of funds. Gross NPA and Net NPA stood at 1.34% and 0.44% 

respectively as on 31 March 2014. The credit rating of the bank’s instruments stood at AAA for LT Tier II bond and 

AA+ for Upper Tier II bond programme because of strong profitability supported by healthy net interest margins, 

increasing scale of operation under experienced management and established track record of the company. 

 

Weekly Charts:- 
Technical View:  Axis Bank looks strong for the medium to long term. The stock price has been following an upward 

sloping channel for the last couple of months and is likely to remain in the channel in coming days. The weekly RSI is 

also in the bullish zone lending support to the bullish view. 

Strategy: Buy 50% at current level and buy more on any dip till it holds 380 on charts. The stock may move towards 

465-480 in 3-6 months. 
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3. ADITYA BIRLA NUVO LIMITED: (CMP as on October 21, 2014 – Rs.1652.25) 

 

Aditya Birla Nuvo Limited (ABNL), established in 1956, is a diversified conglomerate and part of US$ 40 billion 

Aditya Birla Group. ABNL operates its business across Financial Services, Telecom, Fashion & Lifestyle, IT-ITeS and 

Manufacturing sector. 

Expected revival of Indian economy: After posting sub 5% GDP growth rates during FY13 and FY14, it is widely 

expected that Indian economy is on Profit after Tax of revival. According to World Bank report, Indian economy is 

expected to grow at 5.6% in FY15 and 6.4% in FY16. This increased optimism would augur well for various 

businesses of the company especially its financial services segment. 

Strong outlook for Life-style business: With improved economy and optimism in consumer sentiment, demand 

pick-up is expected to increase. Life style business under name Madhura Fashion has registered CAGR of 18.8% 

during FY12-14. With strong brand recall for products within its portfolio such as Louis Phillipe, Van Heusen, Allen 

Solly etc, we expect this segment to further register robust growth rate.  

Expected consolidation in telecom business: ABNL holds 23.63% stake in Idea cellular limited which is 3
rd

 largest 

telecom player in India. Idea cellular has strong brand recall and has registered strong growth especially in internet 

data. With expected consolidation in Indian telecom industry we expect Idea cellular to be in a better and 

competitive position in this industry. 

Financials and Ratios: On consolidated basis, ABNL recorded revenue, operating profit and profit after tax CAGR of 

13.6%, 31.1% and 130.1% during FY10-14. Its revenue increased from Rs. 25,490.20 Cr in FY13 to Rs. 25,893.39 Cr 

in FY14, growth of 1.6%, operating profit increased from Rs. 4,179.96 Cr in FY13 to Rs. 4,973.77 Cr in FY14, growth 

of 19.0% and profit after tax increased from Rs. 1,183.89 Cr in FY13 to Rs. 1,221.80 Cr in FY14, growth of 3.2%. Its 

Debt Equity Ratio is 1.84 and RETURN ON EQUITY is 12.02%, RETURN ON CAPITAL EMPLOYED is 11.28%. 

 

 
Monthly Chart 
 
Technical View:  Aditya Birla Nuvo is looking strong in the short to medium term. After giving a breakout from the 

“Rounded Bottom” technical pattern, the stock price has been in an upward trending channel. The stock price may 

extend the up move till 1900-1950 levels. The monthly RSI is also showing strength at current levels.  

Strategy: Buy Aditya Birla Nuvo at current level for the target of 1900 with a stop loss of 1490. 
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4. COAL INDIA LIMITED: (CMP as on October 21, 2014 – Rs. 355.05) 

 

Coal India Limited (CIL) is largest coal producing company in the world and contributes around 81% of coal 

production in the country. It supplies coal to sectors such as power, steel, cement, defence, fertilisers etc. CIL 

operates through its 9 wholly owned subsidiaries of which one is for planning and feasibility study. CIL has 

domestic market share of approx. 65%. 

Reform oriented Government with a strong mandate: The new central government is formed with a strong 

mandate and is widely viewed as reform oriented. In order to grow at a faster GDP growth rate after registering 

sub 5% GDP growth rates during FY13 and FY14, reforms in power sector and other areas are needed. With this 

realization, the government has taken many new initiatives such as coal block auctioning, gas price hike, 

refinancing SEB’s debt, etc. 

Lowest cost coal producer: CIL is one of the lowest cost coal producers in the world as approx. 90% of its mining is 

in open cast mines, low stripping ratio, thus easily extractable.   

Expected increase in coal production: India is an energy starved country with severe power shortages. In order to 

register 7-8% GDP growth, energy related issues are required to be resolved. For FY14, coal production has seen 

growth of about 2.3% after a period of stagnant production levels for past few years. With strong government 

backing and quicker environment and mining clearances, we expect further improvement in coal production by CIL 

in FY15.   

Financials and Ratios: On consolidated basis, CIL recorded revenue, operating profit and profit after tax CAGR of 

11.8%, 12.7% and 11.9% during FY10-14. Its revenue increased from Rs. 83,155.65 Cr in FY13 to Rs. 84,035.65 Cr in 

FY14, growth of 1.05%, operating profit decreased from Rs. 26,838.47 Cr in FY13 to Rs. 24,934.84 Cr in FY14, de-

growth of 7.1% and profit after tax decreased from Rs. 17,356.37 Cr in FY13 to Rs. 15,111.64 Cr in FY14,  de-growth          

of -13%. These financial numbers are reflection of prevailing weak economic condition and problems in mining 

sector due to delay in mining and environmental clearances. It is a debt free company with RETURN ON EQUITY of 

33.26% and RETURN ON CAPITAL EMPLOYED of 49.67%. 

 

Weekly Chart:- 
 
Technical View:  Coal India is looking good on charts for the medium to long term. After taking support near 240 

levels the stock price had moved to 420 levels. Since then the stock price has been consolidating into a downward 

channel and the stock has also reached near support zone. The 200 week Moving Average is also near 320 levels 

which may give it support in coming days. The weekly RSI has also taken support at 50-mark and is likely to move 

into upward direction thereby providing some support. 

     

Strategy: Buy Coal India at current level for the target of 420 with a stop loss of 318. Any dip would be buying 

opportunity till it holds 318 levels.  
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5. HERO MOTO CORP LIMITED: (CMP as on October 21, 2014 – Rs.2,995.85) 

 

Hero Moto Corp Limited (Hero), is the world’s largest two – wheeler motorcycle company. It has been a pioneer in 

the motorcycle industry being the first company in the world to introduce 4-stroke motorcycle, providing fuel 

efficient, high mileage and less pollutant motorcycle to the world. It is the market leader in its segment with 

market share of approx. 44%. It has 3 manufacturing plants at Hardwar in Uttarakhand, Dharuhera and Gurgaon in 

Haryana producing 4.4 million units per year. 

Expected revival of Indian economy: After posting sub 5% GDP growth rates during FY13 and FY14, it is widely 

expected that Indian economy is on Profit after Taxh of revival. According to World Bank report, Indian economy is 

expected to grow at 5.6% in FY15 and 6.4% in FY16. This expectations and optimism in consumer sentiments was 

reflected in motor cycle sale numbers according to SIAM numbers for the month of August, 2014. Hero MotoCorp 

saw its sales grow by 23.67 per cent YoY to 4,88,739 units as against 3,95,180 units.  

Market leader, strong brand: Hero is a market leader with approx. 44% share. With strong branded products in its 

portfolio such as Splendor, Passion, Karizma etc, Hero is well placed to benefit from improved consumer 

sentiments. 

Strong distribution network, increasing urbanization: Hero has a wide and strong network of distribution, 

dealership and servicing network across the country. With changing demographics of the country, increasing 

urbanization and aspirations of youth especially in rural India, We expect Hero to record increasing volumes in 

sales going forward. 

Capacity expansion: Hero plans to invest Rs. 5,000 Cr as part of its capacity expansion plans with investment in 

greenfield projects in India, Bangladesh and Columbia to take its total installed capacity to 12 million units per 

year. 

Financials and Ratios: On standalone basis, Hero recorded revenue, operating profit and profit after tax CAGR of 

12.5%, 7.1% and -1.4% during FY10-14. Its revenue increased from Rs. 23,768.11 Cr in FY13 to Rs. 25,275.47 Cr in 

FY14, growth of 6.3%, operating profit increased from Rs.3,682.86 Cr in FY13 to Rs. 3986.44 Cr in FY14, growth of 

8.2% and profit after tax increased from Rs. 2118.16 Cr in FY13 to Rs. 2109.08 Cr in FY14, de-growth of -0.4%. 

These financial numbers are reflection of weak economic conditions prevailing during FY13 and FY14. Its DEBT 

EQUITY ratio is 0.06 (almost debt free) and RETURN ON EQUITY is 39.77%, RETURN ON CAPITAL EMPLOYED is 

48.56%. 

Weekly Chart:- 
 
Technical View:  Hero Moto is looking good on charts in the medium to long term. The medium to long term trends 

are up and the uptrend looks like continuing in the near term. The stock price has been following an upward sloping 

parallel channel since February 2014 and is likely to follow it up to 3300 levels in coming days. The weekly RSI is also 

in the bullish zone. 

Strategy:  Buy Hero Moto at current levels for the target of 3280 with a stop loss of 2600. Accumulate the stock on 

any dips to 2700 levels.   
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6. NTPC LIMITED: (CMP as on October 21, 2014 – Rs.147.55) 

 

NTPC Limited (NTPC), a maharatna and India’s largest power company was incorporated in 1975. It has installed 

capacity of approx. 41.7 GW and accounts for around 30% of electricity generated in the country. Recently it has 

also ventured into related areas such as coal mining, distribution and transmission, consultancy services. 

Strong election mandate and reforms oriented government: The new central government has been elected with 

strong mandate and is widely seen as reform oriented government. Recently it has come up with many reform 

oriented initiatives such as gas price hike, coal block auctioning etc. Several of these initiatives are positive for the 

power sector, but results of these are expected to take time to reflect on the ground. 

Best placed within power sector: NTPC operates on a regulatory business model with fixed Return in Equity of 

15.5% + incentives and “NIL” merchant exposure. It has fuel supply pact with Coal India and off take agreements 

with State Electricity Boards. Thus, with assured fuel supply and power offtake pacts, it is well placed within the 

power sector. 

Capacity expansion: NTPC is expected to add 13.05 GW in the 12
th

 five year plan of which 5.44GW has already 

been added. During FY15, it is expected to further add 1.3 GW and another 3.2 GW in FY16. 

Recent CERC’s tariff order to affect NTPC’s incentive earning capability: Recent CERC’s tariff regulation linking 

generation based incentives from PAF to PLF will affect NTPC’s incentive earning ability which would limit its 

RETURN ON EQUITY to 16% against earlier 23%. NTPC has approached APTEL and we expect litigation to take time 

until final verdict. 

Financials and Ratios: On standalone basis, NTPC recorded revenue, operating profit and profit after tax CAGR of 

11.6%, 7.6% and 5.9% during FY10-14. Its revenue increased from Rs. 65,737.04 Cr in FY13 to Rs. 72,018.93 Cr in 

FY14, growth of 9.6%, operating profit increased from Rs.20,224.31 Cr in FY13 to Rs. 20,596.93 Cr in FY14, growth 

of 1.8% and PROFIT AFTER TAX increased from Rs. 12,619.39 Cr in FY13 to Rs. 10,974.74 Cr in FY14, de-growth of -

13%. These financial numbers are a reflection of prevailing weak economic conditions and problems in power 

sector during FY13 and FY14. Its DEBT EQUITY ratio is 0.80 and RETURN ON EQUITY is 13.21%, RETURN ON CAPITAL 

EMPLOYED is 11.18%. 

 

Monthly Chart:- 
 
Technical View:  NTPC is trading near a strong support level as have shown on the charts given above. The stock is 

looking strong for the medium to long term. After giving a breakout from its downward sloping channel in the 

month of May 2014, it rose to 170 levels and then came back to retest the upper band of the channel. Since then, it 

has started rising again. This is a strong bullish sign for the stock in the short to medium term. The Monthly RSI has 

also formed a positive divergence on charts which lends further support to the view. 

Strategy: - Buy NTPC at current level for the target of 165 with a stop loss of 136. 
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7. RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LIMITED: (CMP as on October 21, 2014 – Rs.929.35) 

 

Reliance Industries Ltd (RIL) is a Fortune 500 company and the largest private sector company in India. RIL started 

as a textile company and went on to be a global leader in many of its businesses. RIL enjoys global leadership in its 

businesses, being the largest polyester yarn and fibre producer in the world and among the top five to ten 

producers in the world in major petrochemical products. It operates one of the largest refining plants with capacity 

of 1.24 mmbbl/d at Jamnagar, Gujarat. 

Gas pricing reforms: Recent announcement of gas price hike is a positive for the company. But its effects will be 

reflected after completion of the arbitration between the Government and RIL.  

Petcoke gasification to improve gross refining margin (GRM): For the medium term, GRM is expected to be range 

bound but management has indicated that after the planned completion of petcoke gasification project by 

2016/17, GRM is expected to increase by USD 2/bbl. 

Expansion in polyster, E&P operations: Recently the management has outlined plans to increase their polyster 

capacity, which would increase their total petchem capacity. Also RIL was allotted 2 offshore E&P blocks in 

Moattama basin, Myanmar. 

Financials and Ratios: On a consolidated basis, RIL recorded revenue, operating profit and profit after tax CAGR of 

20.8%, 1.2% and -2.0% during FY10-14. Its revenue increased from Rs. 397062. Cr in FY13 to Rs. 434460 Cr in FY14, 

growth of 9.4%, operating profit increased from Rs.40912 Cr in FY13 to Rs. 43800 Cr in FY14, growth of 7.1% and 

profit after tax increased from Rs. 20886.0 Cr in FY13 to Rs. 22548.0 Cr in FY14, growth of 8%. Its Debt Equity ratio 

is 0.7 and return on equity is 11.92%, return on capital employed is 10.45%. 

 

 

 
Monthly Chart 
 
Technical View:  Reliance Industries after giving a break out from the “Symmetric Triangle pattern” has come back 

to retest the trend line, which is technically a bullish sign.  The stock is looking strong at current levels over the 

medium to long term. The monthly RSI has also formed a positive divergence and is likely to remain bullish in 

coming days.  

Strategy: Buy at current levels and accumulate on any dip to 900 levels. It has a strong support in between 900-880. 

Buy with stop loss of 860. 
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8. PIDILITE INDUSTRIES LIMITED: (CMP as on October 21, 2014 – Rs.399.50) 

 

Pidilite Industries limited (PI), established in 1969, is a market leader in adhesives in India. The company has 

diversified in various segments such as adhesives and sealants, construction and paint chemicals, automotive 

chemicals, art materials, industrial adhesives, industrial and textile resins and organic pigments and preparations. 

About 80% of its revenue is from consumer and bazaar products and remaining from industrial chemicals. It has 

created strong brands like Fevicol, Dr Fixit, Cyclo, hobby ideas, Roff and M-Seal. 

Strong brand portfolio: Pidilite has strong portfolio of branded products such as Fevicol, Dr. Fixit etc which have 

strong recall among consumers aiding in ensuring pricing power for the company. Recently, PI has increased prices 

by 4-6% to account for increase in raw material costs especially vinyl acetate monomer (VAM).  

Increase in income levels: With expected revival of Indian economy, rising income levels and increasing 

penetration of PI’s products, we expect volumes to increase going forward which should help in margin expansion. 

Turnaround in overseas: PI’s US subsidiary registered consolidated revenue, operating profit and PROFIT AFTER 

TAX growth of 19.6%, 15.1% and 11.9% in FY14. With US economy recovering and restructuring of manufacturing 

processes, cost control measures in its Brazil operations, we expect better performance going forward. 

Financials and Ratios: On standalone basis, PI recorded revenue, operating profit and PROFIT AFTER TAX CAGR of 

19.0%, 15.1% and 12.8% during FY10-14. Its revenue increased from Rs. 3,331.69 Cr in FY13 to Rs. 3,878.24 Cr in 

FY14, growth of 16.4%, operating profit increased from Rs.674.88 Cr in FY13 to Rs. 715.81 Cr in FY14, growth of 

6.1% and PROFIT AFTER TAX increased from Rs. 460.76 Cr in FY13 to Rs. 468.61 Cr in FY14, growth of 1.7%. It is a 

Debt Free company with a RETURN ON EQUITY of 24.85% and RETURN ON CAPITAL EMPLOYED of 33.37%. 

 

Weekly Chart 
 
Technical View:  The medium to long term trend is up for Pidilite. The stock price has taken support at the median 

of the Andrew Pitchfork line (shown in magenta colour in the chart). The stock looks strong in the medium to long 

term and is a good buy at current levels. The weekly RSI is also strengthening at current levels for further up move. 

 Strategy: - Buy Pidilite at current levels for the target of 450 with a stop loss of 377. The stock can be accumulated 

on any dip till it holds the 380 levels. 
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9. TITAN COMPANY LIMITED: (CMP as on October 21, 2014 – Rs.389.95) 

 

Titan Company Limited (TCL), formerly Titan Industries Limited, was incorporated in 1984 as a JV between the Tata 

Group and Tamil Nadu Industrial Development Corporation Limited (TIDCO). TCL is a market leader in the domestic 

watches (with brands such as Titan, Sonata, Fastrack and Xylys) and domestic branded jewellery markets (Tanishq 

and Gold Plus brands) and the group also markets spectacles under Titan Eye Plus. Titan is India's largest 

manufacturer of quartz watches and has a 60% market share in the Indian market. The promoter holds 53.05% 

stake in the company. 

Commissioning new stainless steel Case plant; The Company’s watch division has commissioned a brand new 

Stainless Steel Case manufacturing facility which is located in Tamil Nadu. The initial capacity of the facility is 1 

million cases per annum. 

Capex plans on hand and increasing network; Titan is planning to expand its manufacturing capacity and branches 

across the country for its entire range of products, including watches, jewelry and prescription eyewear. The 

company will invest over Rs 250 crore this year. Rs 150 crore will go for capacity expansion and the remaining 

amount will be spent on retail expansion. 

Eyeing overseas markets; the company will market its products to customers in the US, UK, Singapore, Australia 

and UAE. This new move has been initiated for a selected range of jewelry products, keeping in mind the interest 

of Non-Resident Indians. The company has even tied up with PayPal for payments and United Parcel Service for 

logistics of its international customers.  

Financials and Ratios: Titan has registered a robust financial performance with its revenue growing at a 4 year 

CAGR of 19%. Other profitability metrics have registered a robust trend over the last 5 years. Even in previous year, 

the group registered revenue growth of 8%. Return ratios are impressive with RETURN ON EQUITY of 33% and 

RETURN ON CAPITAL EMPLOYED of 41%. The group enjoys a healthy credit rating of AAA for Fixed deposits and 

AA+ for Fund based facility because of leading brand position in market and a conservative capital structure.  

 

 
Weekly Chart 
 
Technical View:  The medium to long term trend of Titan is up. The stock price has been in an upward sloping 

channel since January 2014 and is likely to continue following it up to 450-460 levels. Weekly RSI is in the bullish 

zone  

Strategy: - Buy 50% at current level and buy more on any dip to 360, with a Stop Loss at 350. The stock may move 

towards 450 in 3-6 months.  
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Disclaimer: This document has been prepared by Just Trade Securities Limited (hereinafter referred to 
as Just Trade)  
 
This document does not constitute an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument / 
security (ies) or as an official confirmation of any transaction. Further this document/report should not be 
construed as an investment advice. Readers should take independent advice from their Financial Advisor, 
before acting upon or taking any decision based on this document/report.  
 
The information contained herein is from publicly available data or other sources believed to be reliable. We 
do not represent that information contained herein is accurate or complete and it should not be relied upon as 
such. This document is prepared for information purpose only and is not intended to be and must not alone be 
taken as the basis for an investment decision. The user assumes the entire risk of any use made out of this 
information. Each recipient of this document should make such investigations as it deems necessary to arrive 
at an independent evaluation of an investment in the securities of companies referred to in this document 
(including the merits and risks involved). The investment discussed or views expressed may not be suitable for 
all investors.  
 
Affiliates of Just Trade may have issued other documents/reports that are inconsistent with and reach to a 
different conclusion from the information presented in this document/report.  
 
This document/report is not directed or intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity who is a 
citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction, where such distribution, 
publication, availability or use would be contrary to law, regulation or which would subject Just Trade and 
affiliates to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. The securities described herein 
may or may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain category of investors. Persons in whose 
possession this document may come are required to inform themselves of and to observe such restriction.  
 
In no event shall Just Trade, any of its affiliates or any third party involved in, or related to, computing or 
compiling the information herein have any liability for any damages of any kind. Any comments or statements 
made herein are those of the analyst and do not necessarily reflect those of Just Trade and/or its affiliates.  
 
This document/report is subject to changes without prior notice and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged material and is not for any type of circulation. Any review, retransmission, or any other use is 
prohibited.  
 
Just Trade will not treat recipients as customers by virtue of their receiving this document/report.  
 
Just Trade, its directors, employees and/or its associates/affiliates or their employees may have interest 
and/or hold position(s), financial or otherwise in the securities mentioned in this document/report. 
 

 


